Executive Summary
Doctor Speedometer
The opportunity for Dr. Speedometer comes from the mistake of a major auto manufacturer.
GM’s 2003 – 2006 truck lineup (e.g. Silverado/Sierra), SUV lineup (e.g. Suburban/Yukon) and
even a few autos (e.g. Buick LeSabre) came equipped with faulty instrument clusters.
Specifically, the stepper motors for the various instruments are prone to failure. As the stepper
motors fail, the driver loses their speedometer, engine tachometer, and the fuel, coolant
temperature, oil temperature, and oil pressure gauges. While losing some of the pressure and
temperature gauges are a nuisance, driving without a speedometer can be a safety issue and
lead to many speeding tickets.
Dr. Speedometer will address this problem by offering complete replacement of all stepper
motors in the instrument cluster. Customers will find Dr. Speedometer via our web page. Using
directions from our website, owners first remove and then ship their instrument clusters to Dr.
Speedometer’s central garage in Granby, Missouri. Dr. Speedometer manages and pays for
the UPS shipping. The customer simply prints the shipping label as part of the online ordering
process. Upon arrival at Dr. Speedometer, we replace all stepper motors, clean the instrument
cluster, and buff the face plate. We can do all this in one working day. We then ship the cluster
back to the customer via UPS. With normal ground shipping, the cluster should usually be
returned to the customer within a week. We’ll also offer expedited shipping options.
This repair process is superior to the alternatives. At our proposed price of $189, we are much
cheaper than repairs at a local garage or dealer. A new instrument cluster alone typically costs
at least $400, and the labor charges to remove and install the new cluster drives the price even
higher. Buying and installing a used cluster is likewise not an attractive option. Most used
clusters already have failed stepper motors/gauges and those gauges that do still work are likely
to fail in the future. Removal of the cluster is easy, and the vehicle is still drivable without it.
The number of vehicles with faulty instrument clusters is huge. For example, there were over
3.5 million Silverado pickups sold with this problem. I became aware of this problem while
working as a parts salesman for a major parts retailer, where I fielded many questions about
repairing failed gauges. Once Dr. Speedometer has established itself in the repair niche, it’s
likely I’ll spot other vehicles with similar instrument problems and be able to expand my market.
The target market is not every owner with a defective cluster. I am targeting the informed owner
desiring to save money on car repairs and able to do the simple job of removing and reinstalling
the cluster. The Silverado cluster removal, for example, requires removing only four screws
with ordinary tools. Because the informed owner often turns to the internet to research the
problem, Dr. Speedometer will focus its marketing efforts on driving those searching for answers
with instrument problems to our website. We’ll do this through search engine optimization and
search engine marketing. Obviously our goal is to appear somewhere on the first page when a
car owner is doing an internet search about instrument problems. I have the benefit of being
located in the heart of truck and SUV country, and I’ll focus the search engine marketing efforts
on the states near Missouri, where close proximity will keep shipping times low.
Because the faulty instrument cluster problem is so huge, I expect other businesses will offer
similar services. I intend to stay ahead of these competitors by driving a larger percentage of
those searching for instrument repairs to my website, making the process easy for customers,
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and fulfilling my promises. Although I’m in the business of instrument repair, I will spend a lot of
my time on internet marketing. I will create an appealing website with superior content such as
videos, a blog, frequently asked questions, and links to other relevant websites. These efforts
and key word optimization should cause my page to rank higher in search results. I’ll also have
a YouTube channel with helpful videos and a Facebook page where I’ll post and link much of
my website material. My informational web material (such as YouTube videos showing how to
remove a cluster from the panel) and my management of the shipping process should make the
process simpler for my customers. Finally, I intend to fulfill my promises for a quick, top notch
repair process. Hopefully this will lead to strong word of mouth endorsements on Facebook and
review sites such as Yelp.
I have 10 years experience in auto repair retailing and have successfully repaired over one
hundred clusters. I will initially repair the clusters myself and add staff as demand requires.
The financial fundamentals are strong. The time to repair a cluster is typically 2 hours and the
parts are $10. Shipping averages $30 (round trip), so my variable costs per repair are $70
(assuming I had to pay a worker $15 per hour for the repair). At my price of $189, each repair
generates approximately $119 to cover fixed costs and provide a profit. The majority of my startup costs are for the website design, which I estimate at $15,000. Assuming I repair only one
cluster per day the first year, six clusters per day the second year, and ten clusters per day the
third year, I project the following earnings:
Year 1
250
47250
2500
7500
8000
35000
24600
15000

Units Repaired
Revenue
Parts Costs
Shipping Costs
Facility (Rent, Utilities)
Staff Salaries
Website and Marketing
SGA
Net Income

$

(15,350)

Year 2
1500
283500
15000
45000
8000
70000
9600
10000
$

125,900

Year 3
2500
472500
25000
75000
8000
105000
9600
10000
$

239,900

I am seeking a start-up loan of $10,000 to help fund my website development and for working
capital. I will also contribute $15,000 toward website development and working capital.
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